JAY IGNACIO, P. E.

February 10, 2016
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The Honorable Chair and Members of the
Hawai‘i Public Utilities Commission
465 South King Street, First Floor
Kekuanaoa Building
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96813
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Dear Commissioners:
Subject:

Docket No. 2012-0092; Instituting a Proceeding Related to a Competitive
Bidding Process for 50 MW of Dispatchable Renewable Geothermal Firm
Capacity Generation on the Island of Hawai‘i;
Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.’s Status Update

Hawai‘i Electric Light Company, Inc. (“Hawaii Electric Light” or “Company”) submits
the following Status Update (“Status Update”) on Hawaii Electric Light’s Request for Proposals
for Renewable Geothermal Dispatchable Energy and Firm Capacity Resources (“Geothermal
RFP”) in the above-referenced docket to the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission
(“Commission”).
The purpose of this Status Update is to: (1) notify the Commission that Ormat Nevada,
Inc. (“Ormat”), the only bidder that met the minimum threshold requirements for selection to the
Final Award Group in the Geothermal RFP, has determined that development of the proposed
“Moana” geothermal project would not be economically and financially viable, which resulted in
a conclusion of PPA negotiations; and (2) to provide the Commission with a record of the
Geothermal RFP process and the Company’s perspective on the key issues that impacted the
final result of the Geothermal RFP.
I.

STATUS OF POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

As discussed more fully herein, following a rigorous review of bids submitted as a part of
the Geothermal RFP’s competitive bidding process, which included a Best and Final Offer
process, the Company selected Ormat to provide an additional 25 MW of geothermal energy for
Hawai'i Island. On May 12, 2015, the Independent Observer, Boston Pacific Company, Inc.,
submitted its Final Report on Hawai'i Electric Light Company's Final Request For Proposals
For Renewable Geothermal Dispatchable Energy and Finn Capacity Resources (“Final Report”)
recommending that the Commission approve the Company’s selection of Ormat to the Final
Award Group for power purchase agreement (“PPA”) negotiations.* The Independent Observer
based its recommendation on its participation throughout the Geothermal RFP process and the
observation that the Company followed the Geothermal RFP rules.
The Company understands that the Independent Observer will be submitting a revised Final Report on the
Geothermal RFP.
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L.

CONCLUSION OF PPA NEGOTIATIONS - ORMAT WITHDRAWS
FROM GEOTHERMAL RFP

On December 17, 2015, after extensive negotiations between the Company and Ormat,
Ormat determined that development of the project would not be economically and financially
viable. Ormat’s December 17, 2015 notice effectively ended the PPA negotiations phase of the
Geothermal RFP.
V.

CONCLUSION

Hawaii Electric Light has always been and remains committed to the development of
geothermal on the island of Hawaii if it is in the best interest of its customers. While Hawaii
Electric Light is disappointed that the Geothermal RFP did not result in viable geothermal
project, we remain hopeful that geothermal generation can be a viable option on Hawaii Island
in the future and can help Hawaii meet its 100% renewable energy goal while lowering
customer bills, reducing Hawaii’s dependence on fossil fuels, allowing for continued integration
and management of variable renewable resources within the Hawaii Electric Light System and
maintaining reliability of service.
Very truly yours,

Jay Ignacio
President

c;

Division of Consumer Advocacy
Boston Pacific Company, Inc., Independent Observer
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While Ormal’s proposal met the minimum threshold requirements in order to qualify for
selection to the Final Award Group, i.e. the Project met the minimum threshold price and
performance requirements, final terms of a PPA were to be negotiated by the parties. During
PPA negotiations, Hawai‘i Electric Light was required to ensure that all negotiated terms and
conditions were consistent with the requirements and limitations stated in the Request for Best
and Final Offers, as amended. As stated by the Independent Observer in the Independent
Observer’s Final Report, “It is essential that Ormat be held to its Best and Final Offer (BAFO)
bid price and the mandatory performances requirements {e.g. minimum load of 7MW, no
contingent pricing, etc.” set forth in the RFP. Otherwise, it is possible that the integrity of future
RFPs conducted by Hawaii Electric Light will be negatively impacted if bidders are led to
believe that they will not be held to the assumptions in their bids.” Therefore, Hawaii Electric
Light could not agree to conditions that increased Ormat’s bid price, called for changes to
existing county ordinances, or that would otherwise call into question the integrity of the RFP
process.
On December 17. 2015, after extensive negotiations between the Company and Ormat,
Ormat determined that development of the project would not be economically and financially
viable. Although negotiations did not result in an executed power PPA, both parlies felt that the
parlies tried their best to find common ground that would enable Ormat’s project to move
forward and to be successful.
II.

INDEPENDENT OBSERVER’S REVISED FINAL REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

As noted above, on May 12, 2015, the Independent Observer, submitted its initial Final
Report. The Company understands that the Independent Observer will be submitting a revised
Final Report which will provide the Independent Observer’s overall assessment of the
Geothermal RFP process and: (a) provide the Commission with the Independent Observer's
acknowledgement of the conclusion of the PPA negotiation phase; and (b) to provide the
Independent Observer’s recommendations for Hawaiian Electric's future competitive bidding
processes. Hawai’i Electric Light appreciates the Independent Observers efforts in the
Geothermal RFP process and welcomes input from the Independent Observer regarding
recommendations for improving future competitive bidding processes.
III.

FUTURE RESOURCE NEEDS - INTERIM POWER SUPPLY IMPROVEMENT
PLAN

Hawaii Electric Light has always been and remains committed to the development of
geothermal on the island of Hawai ‘i if it is in the best interest of its customers. While Hawai i
Electric Light is disappointed that the Geothermal RFP did not result in viable geothermal
project, we remain hopeful that geothermal generation can be a viable option on Hawaii Island
in the future and can help Hawaii meet its 100% renewable energy goal while lowering
customer bills, reducing Hawaii’s dependence on fossil fuels, allowing for continued integration
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and management of variable renewable resources within the Hawai‘i Electric Light System and
maintaining reliability of service.
The Hawaiian Electric Companies^ will be filing their interim Power Supply
Improvement Plan Update {“PSIP Update”) on February 16, 2016 which will present the
companies' interim planning analyses and paths towards achieving Hawai‘i’s goal of 100%
renewables, including geothermal's potential role in future resource planning.

IV.

RECORD OF GEOTHERMAL RFP PROCESS
A.

THE STATED PURPOSE OF GEOTHERMAL RFP WAS TO LOWER
CUSTOMER COSTS, NOT TO MEET CAPACITY NEEDS

On June 22, 2011, Hawai'i Electric Light issued a Geothermal Request for Information
(“Geothermal RFI”) in which Hawai’i Electric Light informed interested parties that it was
exploring ways to add cost-effective, firm and Dispatchable geothermal power that could
enhance the overall reliability and grid stability of the Hawai‘i Electric Light System, which has
significant penetration of intermittent as-available renewable energy and experiences related
frequency fluctuations. In response to the Geothermal RFI, respondents represented that
geothermal resources could be developed that would meet Hawai'i Electric Light’s desired
performance standards and characteristics as generally set forth in the Geothermal RFI.
In 2010, the Hawai‘i Legislature requested that the County of Hawai‘i establish and
facilitate a working group to analyze the potential development of geothermal energy as the
primary energy source to meet the baseload demand for electricity on Hawaii Island. On
January 1, 2012, the working group issued its final Geothermal Working Group Report,
Evaluating Geothermal Energy as the Primary Resource for Baseload Power in the County of
Hawai'i (“Report”). In the Report, the working group noted that for a 30-MW geothermal plant
in Hawaii designed to generate baseload power, the cost per kilowatt-hour could fall between
the range of $0.08 and $0.10 per kilowatt-hour. See Report at Pg. 21.
Similarly, in January 2013, the Pacific International Center for High Technology
Research, under contract with the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute, University of Hawaii,
published a Hawai'i Geothermal Assessment and Roadmap (“Roadmap”). The Roadmap noted
that the levelized cost for geothermal power to be “higher than $0.07/kWh but lower than
$0.087/kWh” based on data from the 2005 GeothermEx Resource Assessment. S^ Roadmap
(January 2013) at Pg. 11. The Roadmap also noted that “major industry trade organization
revealed that the geothermal industry has been able to deliver projects at a $0.06 to $0.09/kWh
with more difficult projects costing as much as $0.15/kWh. Thus a useful starting point for
project development target owing to Hawaii’s traditional higher cost of development,
discounted for much less permitting uncertainty falls into the range” of $0.10 and $0.15/ kWh.
See Roadmap at Pg. 64.
■ Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc., Hawai’i Electric Light, and Maui Electric Company, Limited are collectively
referred to as the “Hawaiian Electric Companies”.
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Further, in Hawai‘i Electric Light's March 16, 2012 request to open the Geothermal RFP
docket (which was also attached to the Geothermal RFP as Appendix J), Hawaii Electric Light
stated that a key objective of the Geothermal RFP was to purchase power “at a lower overall
system-wide operation cost to HELCO’s customers.” (Emphasis added). Hawai i Electric
Light believed that this was a realistic objective given the previous studies that had been
conducted by independent third parties and in light of the fact that Hawaii Electric Light was
already purchasing energy and capacity from an existing geothermal facility at energy prices
between $0.06/kWh and $0.118/kWh.
Geothermal RFP, Appendix J at Pg. J-39.
Based on the foregoing, Hawaii Electric Light issued the Geothermal RFP with the
reasonable expectation that proposed projects would, among other things, significantly lower the
overall system-wide cost to Hawaii Electric Light’s customers while maintaining and/or
improving overall system reliability. As stated in the Geothermal RFP, Hawaii Electric Light
has an adequate amount of firm generating capacity to meet reasonably expected demands for
service. See Section 2. ID of the Geothermal RFP. Therefore, Hawaii Electric Light has
consistently communicated that the Geothermal RFP was not issued in order to meet capacity
needs.
Rather, as noted above and as stated in the Geothermal RFP, the purpose of the
Geothermal RFP has always been to obtain cost-effective (meaning at a substantially lower
system-wide cost to the customer) geothermal Dispatchable energy, firm capacity, and other
required and preferred technical capabilities that can provide operating performance
characteristics, which include, but are not limited to, controlled dispatch, voltage regulation,
frequency response and regulation, and redundancy, that are comparable to the operational
capabilities of Hawaii Electric Light’s fossil-fueled conventional facilities (“Performance
Standards”).
Therefore, the Geothermal RFP was not a typical RFP to the extent that the “need'’ being
sought by Hawaii Electric Light was not the need for additional resource capacity. Rather, the
“need” being sought by the Geothermal RFP was the need to significantly reduce the cost of
electricity to its customers while maintaining Hawaii Electric Light’s system reliability, and the
fact that the utility was seeking a PPA price that would lower customer costs should not be
viewed as somehow being an inappropriate “market test”.
B.

ANTICIPATED ABILITY TO RETIRE EXISTING FOSSIL FUEL
FACILITIES

As stated in the Geothermal RFP, the ability for a geothermal project to meet the
Performance Standards was critical to Hawaii Electric Light as the megawatts obtained through
the Geothermal RFP were anticipated to substitute for megawatts generated by fossil fuel
conventional facilities. In turn, this was anticipated to allow the potential deactivation,
decommissioning and/or retirement of one or more of Hawaii Electric Light’s fossil-fueled
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conventional facilities in the future as a result of the Geothermal RFP. As stated in the
Geothermal RFP:
“Based on current circumstances, HELCO anticipates that one or
more of HELCO’s generating units may be de-committed, retired,
or placed on standby reserve in the near future, or after the COD of
the Facility(ies) installed as a result of this Geothermal RFP.“
See Section 2. IE of the Geothermal RFP (emphasis added). Therefore, a new geothermal
facility was required to meet the Performance Standards in order to maintain Hawai‘i Electric
Light’s system reliability and stability and to enable the continued integration and management
of intermittent renewable resources, such as wind and solar power. If not, such system support
would need to be obtained from other sources. As has been stated by the Commission:
Interconnection performance requirements effectively define the
extent to which renewable generators could displace fossil fuel
generation without adversely affecting system reliability. The
policy objective for Hawaii's generator interconnection
requirements should be the integration of as much renewable
energy as is technically feasible and cost effective. Incorporating
ancillary service capabilities into new generation projects is
typically lower-cost and cost-effective option than subsequently
retrofitting a generator. Incorporating the capability to supply
ancillary services into the required design of a renewable energy
generation project should be a condition of interconnection for
utility-scale renewable generators: to the extent such capability is
commercially available for utility-scale renewable energy projects.
See Docket No. 2011-0225; Order No. 31354 (emphasis added).
In connection with the Geothermal RPP, it was important to review the technical and
operational requirements needed in order to maintain and/or improve Hawaii Electric Light’s
System. A key consideration was the fact that Hawaii Electric Light’s System accommodates a
large amount of intermittent as-available energy from generating facilities including 48 MW^ of
must-take generation from wind and run of river hydroelectric (“Hydro’’) sources. As of
December 31, 2013, there was 38.2 MW of distributed solar photovoltaic (“PV”) sources
connected, with an additional 20 MW approved to be connected by the end of 2014.
These variable energy sources do not provide essential operational and technical
capabilities that are required for system security and reliability, which include, for example,
disturbance ride-through, frequency response and regulation, ability to increase and decrease
■’ Tawhiri Wind - 20.5 MW. Hawi Renewable Developmem
Electric Light Hydro - 4.5 MW,
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output at a required rate of change (“ramp rate”), range of output under remote control, support
of remote control by Hawai‘i Electric Light system operations, and voltage regulation. These
operational and technical capabilities are captured more fully in Section 3.2(C) of the Model
Geothermal PPA (“operational and technical capabilities’') and have historically been provided
by a number of fossil-fueled steam, combustion turbine and reciprocating units (“conventional
facilities"). See Section 1.8 (Description of HELCO System) to the Geothermal RFP. Variable
resources not only displace operation of conventional facilities capable of providing the
operational and technical capabilities to support the system, but also require Hawai‘i Electric
Light to ensure that remaining controllable facilities support system requirements created by the
variable generation.
Further, during low-demand periods, the number of conventional facilities online is
reduced to those units required by contract to operate, including output from variable resources,
and those conventional facilities needed for system security (in other words, a sufficient number
of conventional facilities needed online to provide these necessary operational and technical
capabilities). Even with the minimum number of conventional facilities (operating at their
minimum loading requirements) online, there are periods when the amount of energy from the
renewable resources (variable and existing geothermal) exceeds the demands of the system, and
requires the system operator to curtail these resources. There is limited ability for the system to
accept additional energy during lower-demand periods, and any fixed obligations to purchase
energy may result in the need to reduce purchases or curtail other renewable resources. Because
of these requirements and the current possibility of renewable energy curtailment, Hawai‘i
Electric Light can only displace power from conventional facilities to a certain extent without
jeopardizing system reliability. In order to niaintain a reliable system, any displacement of
output below those levels can only come from units with substantially similar operational and
technical capabilities.
In sum, any new renewable power generation facility on the Hawai‘i Electric Light
System would be designed to displace output from facilities that are online and operating to
provide system support - and therefore, to maintain system reliability and security, while
maximizing potential energy contribution from the resource, they must provide the technical
and operational requirements requested in the Geothermal RFP.‘^ Relative to analyzing and
evaluating Bids submitted in response to the Geothermal RFP. for a new geothermal facility to
provide the power that can substitute for power that would otherwise be produced by an existing
facility, that geothermal facility would have been required to provide operational and technical
capabilities equivalent to the unit it would have displaced.

^ The Geolhermal RFP expressly sought proposals for geothermal projects that would provide reliable, Dispalchable
energy and firm capacity with operational characteristics similar to those provided by existing conventional
facilities. The desired technical characteristics and operational capabilities are described both in the Geothermal
RFP document (in Chapter 2) and in the Model Geothermal PPA in Section 3.2(C). On December 5. 2012. prior to
the issuance of the Geothermal RFP, Hawaii Electric Light hosted an RFP Technical Conference Webinar for all
interested parties and specifically explained the need for these operational and technical requirements. The Webinar
has always been publicly accessible on the Geothermal RFP Website.
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A new geothermal facility that could not provide these equivalent characteristics would
not be able to displace the output of a conventional facility needed to support a reliable system
and may result in requiring the utility to utilize other facilities that could provide equivalent
characteristics. All other things being equal, a new generating facility that is unable to meet the
operational and technical requirements has less value to Hawai‘i Electric Light's customers for
the following reasons: (1) other facility(ies) will have to operate to provide the operational and
technical capabilities needed for grid security, (2) existing facilities must operate at reduced
output (to accommodate the additional energy from the new generating facility), which reduces
efficiency of those generators, and (3) the system will not be as secure and reliable since
responsive generators are either displaced entirely or operating closer to their operational limits
to accommodate the geothermal resource. In other words, requiring a new geothermal facility to
provide the same operational and technical capabilities as existing conventional facilities would
allow customers to benefit more fully from the added generation by displacement of existing,
more costly generation resources currently providing those operational and technical capabilities.
C.

BIDDERS WERE GIVEN THE FLEXIBILITY TO PROPOSE CREATIVE
AND INNOVATIVE PROJECTS THAT WOULD RESULT IN LOWER
PRICES FOR CUSTOMERS

With respect to the opportunity to receive lower priced bids, based on comments by the
Independent Observer and Commission, Hawai‘i Electric Light incorporated provisions in the
Geothermal RFP which encouraged Bidders to offer; (1) creative and innovative approaches and
technologies to meet the Performance Standards and other requirements of this Geothermal RFP
(see Geothermal RFP, Section 2.3 and 3.3C); and (2) “creative and innovative pricing" beyond
only fixed demand charge and indexed energy charge by redlining the relevant pricing sections
of the Model Geothermal Power Purchase Agreement (“PPA”) (see Geothermal RFP, Section
3.31).
The Geothermal RFP also allowed Bidders to submit an “Option B Bid" which permitted
Bidders to propose any modification to the terms of the Model Geothermal PPA, including but
not limited to: (1) modifications to the Performance Standards (including minimum load
requirements and ramp rates); (2) PPA term; and (3) pricing structure. Hawai‘i Electric Light
would then review and consider the requested changes and reflect the suggested changes in the
overall assessment associated with the evaluation of each Bid, including any risk that may be
shifted onto the customer. S^ Geothermal RFP, Section 3.1 and 3.3C.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, all Bidders proposed pricing structures based on a fixed
demand charge and indexed energy charges. With respect to the term of the Model Geothermal
PPA, all Bidders proposed project terms of 20 years.
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D.

ALL BIDS WERE INITIALLY UNRESPONSIVE BUT BIDDERS WERE
GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO REFRESH THEIR BIDS

The Geothermal RFP evaluation process was conducted diligently in consultation with
the Independent Observer and in accordance with the processes approved by the Commission
and in accordance with the Framework for Competitive Bidding (“Framework’'). Hawai‘i
Electric Light acknowledges that there were delays to the originally anticipated schedule,
however, Hawai‘1 Electric Light was ready and willing to select a winning Bid(s) in accordance
with the schedule set forth in the Geothermal RFP had any of the Bids provided pricing and
technical characteristics that were in the best interest of the customers.
Specifically, the Final Geothermal RFP was approved by the Commission on February
25, 2013 and issued by Hawai‘i Electric Light on February 28, 2013. Bids were due on April 30,
2013. Upon review of the initial Bids, Hawaiian Electric determined that all Bids were nonresponsive to some degree. Rather than disqualifying Bidders, Hawai‘i Electric Light
recommended that all eligible Bidders be allowed to modify their Bids in order to comply with
the requirements of the RFP (“Refreshed Bids”). On July 15, 2013, after consultation with the
Independent Observer, Hawaii Electric Light reiterated certain requirements of the Geothermal
RFP and requested that all eligible Bidders provide their Refreshed Bids. Refreshed Bids were
due no later than July 31, 2013.
E.

NONE OF THE REFRESHED BIDS MET BOTH THE LOW-COST AND
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE GEOTHERMAL RFP

Based on the results of the initial High Level Evaluation of the Refreshed Bids, and after
consultation with the Independent Observer, Hawaii Electric Light concluded: (1) the
information submitted by Bidders was insufficient to allow Hawaii Electric Light to make an
informed decision as to whether the proposed geothermal project will be able to meet the
operational and technical requirements of the Geothermal RFP, and (2) the current Bid pricing,
especially when combined with the respective Bid technical proposal, would not result in
compelling cost savings for Hawaii Electric Light’s customers. The results of the High Level
Evaluation of the Refreshed Bids were shared with the Independent Observer on September 27,
2013. On November 22. 2013, Hawaii Electric Light briefed the Commission on the status of
the Geothermal RFP, including a proposal for a final Best and Final Offer phase. On December
20, 2013, after further discussion with the Independent Observer, Hawaii Electric Light notified
all Bidders that:
After careful review of all geothermal bids, Hawaii Electric Light
has determined that none of the submitted bids sufficiently met
both the low-cost and technical requirements of the Geothermal
RFP. We are currently working with the Independent Observer to
develop a request that will be sent to the bidders. The request will
give the bidders the opportunity to provide additional information
so that we can make an informed decision that is in the best
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interests of our customers and residents and that meets the goals of
the Geothermal RFP. These goals include lowering customer bills,
reducing our dependence on fossil fuels, allowing for continued
integration and management of intermittent renewable resources,
maintaining reliability of service, and protecting the health and
safety of the public and environment. We appreciate the efforts the
bidders have made to date and look forward to working with them
and the Independent Observer on next steps.
See Notice posted to Geothermal RFP Website dated December 20, 2013 (“December 20,
2013 Notice").
On that same day (December 20, 2013), independently, the Commission issued Decision
and Order No. 31758 approving Hawai‘i Electric Light’s Application requesting approval of the
[Hu Honua] Power Purchase Agreement for Renewable Dispatchable Firm Energy and Capacity
dated May 3, 2012 (“D&O No. 31758"). In D&O No. 31758, the Commission ordered Hawai‘i
Electric Light to file a Power Supply Improvement Plan (“PSIP") within 120 days of the date of
the order.
Pursuant to D&O No. 31758, the PSIP was required to include, among other things, a
Fossil Generation Retirement Plan, Generation Flexibility Plan, Must-Run Generation Reduction
Plan and Generation Commitment and Economic Dispatch Review. The Commission also stated
that Hawaii Electric Light should re-examine its existing generation unit commitment and
economic dispatch practices to ensure that: (1) the selected mix of firm and as-available
resources will minimize energy costs; (2) non-traditional sources of ancillary services, such as
energy storage and demand response, are considered and, if lower-cost, utilized to supply these
services; and (3) curtailments of renewable energy resources, where necessary, are accomplished
in cost-effective manner from the perspective of ratepayers.
F.

HA WAIT ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPORTED THE INDEPENDENT
OBSERVER’S RECOMMENDATION TO STAY THE GEOTHERMAL
RFP PROCESS PENDING COMPLETION OF THE COMPANY’S PSIP

On February 21, 2014, Craig Roach and Sam Choi of Boston Pacific Company, Inc., the
Independent Observer in the Geothermal RFP, issued a Memorandum regarding “Implications
of Planning Issues for HELCO's Geothermal RFP". In its memorandum, the Independent
Observer recommended that the Geothermal RFP be stayed pending completion of the PSIP.
On March 5, 2014, Hawaii Electric Light filed with the Commission its written response
to the Independent Observer’s memorandum (“March 5, 2014 Response"). In its March 5, 2014
Response, Hawaii Electric stated that it would support the Independent Observer’s
recommendation to stay the Geothermal RFP and provided a detailed explanation and
clarification as to the basis for the delay in selecting a winning Bidder(s) up until that point.
Specifically, Hawaii Electric Light explained:
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“Hawai‘i Electric Light completed the High Level Evaluation of
all Bids submitted in response to the Geothermal REP. Based on
the results of the initial High Level Evaluation, and after
consultation with the Independent Observer, Hawai‘i Electric Light
concluded: (1) the information submitted by Bidders was
insufficient to allow Hawai‘i Electric Light to make an informed
decision as to whether the proposed geothermal project will be able
to meet the operational and technical requirements of the
Geothermal REP, and (2) the current Bid pricing, especially when
combined with the respective Bid technical proposal, would not
result in compelling cost savings for Hawai‘i Electric Light’s
customers.”
See March 5, 2014 Response at pg. 4-5.
In its March 5, 2014 response, Hawai‘i Electric Light noted that in its December 20, 2014
Notice to Bidders, Hawai‘i Electric Light was actively working with the Independent Observer to
develop a plan to complete the Geothennal REP:
“We are currently working with the Independent Observer to
develop a request that will be sent to the bidders. The request will
give the bidders the opportunity to provide additional information
so that we can make an informed decision that is in the best
interests of our customers and residents and that meets the goals of
the Geothermal REP. These goals include lowering customer bills,
reducing our dependence on fossil fuels, allowing for continued
integration and management of intermittent renewable resources,
maintaining reliability of service, and protecting the health and
safety of the public and environment. We appreciate the efforts the
bidders have made to date and look forward to working with them
and the Independent Observer on next steps.”
See March 5, 2014 Response at pg. 4-5 (referencing December 20, 2013 Notice to
Bidders posted on Geothermal REP Website).
Hawai’i Electric Light proposed that pending the completion of the PSIP, Hawai‘i
Electric Light intended to issue an addendum (“Addendum No. 1”) to the Geothermal REP
which would, among other items, allow Hawai‘i Electric Light to: (1) gather additional
information from each eligible Bidder on its respective proposed project, (2) revise certain
operational and technical requirements to allow for submittal of more comparable Bids, (3)
provide updated information on Hawai‘i Electric Light’s System and current operational
circumstances, and (4) allow all current Bidders that have previously met the Eligibility
Requirements (“eligible Bidder”) with respect to their original Bids in response to the
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Geothermal RFP to submit a Best and Final Offer in accordance with Addendum No. 1, in
anticipation of obtaining more favorable Bids.
Exhibit A, Pgs. 5-6.
In the March 5, 2014 response, Hawaii Electric Light set forth the purpose and benefit of
a Best and Final Offer process and offered proposed next steps to complete the Geothermal RFP,
including a detailed preliminary schedule for the Best and Final Offer process. Hawaii Electric
Light’s “Geothermal Action Plan” was based on this previous filing with the Commission and
was intended to specifically address the issues that were raised by the Commission in Order No.
32101 and the Commission’s Inclinations.
G.

REQUEST FOR MODIFICATION OF THE GEOTHERMAL RFP TO
INCLUDE BEST AND FINAL OFFER PROCESS PURSUANT TO
COMMISSION ORDER NO. 32195

On September 25, 2014, Hawaii Electric Light issued its request to modify the
Geothermal RFP pursuant to Order No. 32195 (Instructing Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
To File Its Request To Modify Its Final Geothermal Request for Proposals), which required that
Hawaii Electric Light file its request to modify the Geothermal RFP no later than September 25,
2014.
The request to modify the Geothermal RFP was made pursuant to Section 5.6D of the
Geothermal RFP and Section IV.B. 10 of the Framework for Competitive Bidding
(“Framework”) which provides that Hawai'i Electric Light has the discretion to modify the
Geothermal RFP or to solicit additional Bids from Bidders after reviewing the initial Bids as
long as any modification is reviewed by the Independent Observer and submitted to the
Commission along with the Independent Observer’s comments.
On September 17, 2014, the Company provided a draft copy of the request to the
Independent Observer for review and comment. The Company and the Independent Observer
discussed the proposed filing on September 23, 2014. Where in agreement, the Company
revised the request in order to address certain comments provided by the Independent Observer.
The Independent Observer advised the Company that it intended to independently provide
further comments to the Commission no later than September 25. 2014.
1.

REQUESTED AMENDMENTS TO THE GEOTHERMAL RFP

Continuation of the Geothermal RFP was premised on obtaining geothermal energy that
significantly lowers the overall system-wide cost to Hawaii Electric Light’s customers while
maintaining and/or improving overall system reliability. Rather than concluding the Geothermal
RFP process after the initial High Level Evaluation stage, Hawaii Electric Light intended to
modify the Geothermal RFP via proposed Addendum No. 1 to allow all current Bidders that have
previously met the Eligibility Requirements (“eligible Bidder”) of the Geothermal RFP to submit
a best and final offer consistent with the requirements stated in Addendum No. 1 (“Best and Final
Offer”). A copy of the proposed form of Addendum No. 1 was attached as Exhibit A to the
Company’s request to modify the Geothermal RFP. In short, Addendum No. 1 was intended to
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enable Hawaii Electric Light to (1) gather additional information from each eligible Bidder on
its respective proposed project, (2) revise certain operational and technical requirements to allow
for submittal of more comparable Bids, (3) provide updated information on Hawaii Electric
Light's System and current operational circumstances, and (4) allow all eligible Bidder with
respect to their original Bids in response to the Geothermal RFP to submit a Best and Final Offer
in accordance with Addendum No. 1, in anticipation of obtaining more favorable Bids.
2.

PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR BEST AND FINAL OFFERS

Hawaii Electric Light proposed the following revised schedule to complete the
remaining steps set forth in Section 4.1 (Schedule for the Bidding Process) of the Geothermal
RFP.
Revised Exhibit 4-1 to Geothermal RFP (Geothermal RFP Schedule)
Event
Hawaii Electric Light files Addendum No. 1 with
Commission for approval
Hawaii Electric Light issues to eligible Bidders
Addendum No. I to the Geothermal RFP (Request for
Best and Final Offer)
Hawaii Electric Light conducts Pre-Bid Conferences
with Bidders
Due Date for Best and Final Offers
Hawaii Electric Light completes Best and Final Offer
evaluation and selects Final Award Group
Hawaii Electric Light negotiates and executes PPA with
Bidder in Final Award Group
Hawaii Electric Light files Application for Approval of
Executed PPA with Commission
3.

Anticipated Dates
September 25, 2014
October 27, 2014
(unless otherwise ordered)
October 28 - November 28, 2014
(limited to up to two contiguous
days of seven (7) hours each day
for each Bidder)
January 15. 2015
February 14, 2015
April 15,2015
April 30, 2015

STATED PURPOSE AND BENEHT OF BEST AND FINAL OFFER
PROCESS

The purpose of the proposed Best and Final Offer phase was to:
(1)

Set forth a process by which Hawaii Electric Light will be able to obtain from
eligible Bidders further information and clarification regarding Bids;
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(2)

Set forth a process by which eligible Bidders will be able to obtain further
information and clarification regarding the requirements of the Geothermal RFP
and Addendum No. 1;

(3)

Provide eligible Bidders with the opportunity to improve their Bids by methods
including, but not limited to:
a. Reduction in Bid pricing based upon a Bid proposal for one scenario using a
specified annual generation production to be described in Addendum No. 1;
b. Clarification or modification of Bids in accordance with the Addendum No. 1;
c. The provision of additional technical information supporting their Bids that
will allow Hawai‘i Electric Light to make an informed decision as to whether
the Bid meets the operational and technical requirements of the Geothermal
RFP; and
d. Allow eligible Bidders to confirm that their Bids lake into consideration the
impacts of HawaiM County Code Article 19 relating to geothermal drilling
(Ord. No. 12-151, sec. 1, 2012) and the potential impacts of recently enacted^
Hawaii County Code Article 21 relating to hydraulic fracturing (Ord. No. 13115, sec. 2, 2013). An important aspect of the Geothermal RFP is the
requirement that all Bidders identify a detailed plan for community outreach
and communications with respect to the proposed geothermal facility.
Hawaii Electric Light would like to emphasize the importance of continuing
this outreach process to include and address issues such as hydraulic
fracturing and geothermal drilling.

The Best and Final Offer process was expected to result in the following benefits:
(1)

Substantially better pricing for customers;

(2)

Improved Bids that will result in greater assurance that a geothermal Project will
be able to satisfy Hawai‘i Electric Light’s operational and technical system needs
and requirements;

(3)

Greater assurance that commitment to allocate limited system capacity to a
geothermal Project is in the long-term best interest of Hawai‘i Electric Light's
customers with consideration of potential alternate resource options as set forth in
Hawai‘i Electric Light’s updated Power Supply Improvement Plan (“PSIP”);^

(4)

Enhance the Geothermal RFP process with additional specificity to further
support Hawai‘i Electric Light’s selection of a Final Award Group that is in the
best interest of its customers;

^ Ord. No. 13-115 was enacted on November 6. 201.3.
The Hawai‘i Electric Light Power Supply Improvement Plan was filed with the Commission on August 26, 2014
in Docket No. 2012-0212 - For Approval of a Power Purchase Agreement with Hu Honua Bioenergy. LLC. As
described in footnote 2 of that filing, on August 7, 2014, the Commission filed Order No. 32257, which opened a
new proceeding (Docket No. 2014-0183) for the purpose of reviewing the Hawaiian Electric Companies’ PSIPs.
6
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(5)

Better enable Hawaii Electric Light to meet the goals of the Geothermal RFP,
namely, lowering customer bills, reducing Hawaii’s dependence on fossil fuels,
allowing for continued integration and management of intermittent renewable
resources within the system, maintaining reliability of service, and protecting the
health and safety of the public and environment.

(6)

Simplify and expedite the selection of the Final Award Group.
4.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF BEST AND FINAL OFFER
PROCESS

The following sets forth a detailed description of the proposed Best and Final Offer
process.
a.

PRE-BID CONFERENCE (FACE-TO-FACE MEETINGS)

After issuance of Addendum No. 1 (Request for Best and Final Offers), Hawai‘i Electric
Light would schedule a Pre-Bid Conference with each eligible Bidder individually. The Pre-Bid
Conference would be limited to up to two (2) contiguous days of seven (7) hours each day.
Hawai‘i Electric Light would coordinate with each eligible Bidder and the Independent Observer
to schedule the date and time of the Pre-Bid Conference.
The purpose of the Pre-Bid Conference was intended to clarify any outstanding issues
relating to an eligible Bidder’s specific Project, Best and Final Offer process, or to clarify the
requirements of the Geothermal RFP as modified by Addendum No. 1. Therefore, Hawaii
Electric Light would be prepared to discuss the requirements of the Geothermal RFP as modified
by Addendum No. 1 and each eligible Bidder was required to be prepared to discuss any and all
aspects of their Best and Final Offer and their respective Project.
Project-specific information discussed or disclosed during the Pre-Bid Conference shall
remain confidential pursuant to the terms of the Geothermal RFP. Any non-Project specific
information or clarification beyond what is currently included in the Geothermal RFP, as
modified by Addendum No. 1, that may be provided to an eligible Bidder during a Pre-Bid
Conference will be reduced to writing and shared with all eligible Bidders via Hawai‘i Electric
Light's Geothermal RFP website.
Eligible Bidders would be advised that anything discussed at the Pre-Bid Conference
shall not serve to modify any part of the Geothermal RFP or Addendum No. 1. All
modifications, if any, shall be made in the form of a written addendum that will be provided to
all eligible Bidders.
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b.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR BEST AND FINAL
OFFER

Each Best and Final Offer would be required to comply with the following requirements:
•

Only eligible Bidders may submit a Best and Final Offer;

•

Best and Final Offer pricing must be at or below the required Threshold Price criteria
(discussed in subsection a. below);

•

Best and Final Offer pricing may not be contingent in any respect;

•

Best and Final Offer must meet or be better than the required Mandatory Performance
Standards (discussed in subsection b. below); and

•

Best and Final Offer must meet all other required criteria of the Geothermal RFP as
modified by Addendum No. 1.

All eligible Bidders were required to submit a Best and Final Offer in order to receive
continued consideration under the Geothermal RFP. Eligible Bidders were not required to tender
any Bid Fee in order to submit a Best and Final Offer. The Best and Final Offer shall be
organized and submitted in the form and in accordance with the contents of a revised Appendix
B (Bidder's Response Package) included as Attachment A to Addendum No. 1 (Request for Best
and Final Offers).
Best and Final Offers that did not meet above requirements shall be deemed
nonresponsive and shall not be considered for the Final Award Group. If none of the Best
and Final Offers met the above requirements, then the Geothermal RFP process would
have concluded with no Best and Final Offer being selected to the Final Award Group.
(i)

REQUIRED THRESHOLD PRICE CRITERIA

The proposed Combined Bid Price was required to reduce the cost for Hawai‘i Electric
Light customers consistent with the PSIP Preferred Plan. A levelized threshold price was
determined based on the results of Hawaii Electric Light’s PSIP (“Threshold Price”). For
purposes of the Best and Final Offers the Threshold Price was set at:
12.00 0/kWh (2015$)
A detailed explanation of the methodology used to determine the Threshold Price was set forth
by Hawaii Electric Light.
The Threshold Price was the maximum Combined Bid Price that Hawaii Electric Light
was willing to consider in the Geothermal RFP. Best and Final Offers with pricing above the
Threshold Price would be deemed nonresponsive and would not be considered for the Final
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Award Group. If none of the Bids met the Threshold Price, then the Geothermal RFP
process will be concluded with no Bid being selected to the Final Award Group.
In order to simplify and expedite the selection of the Final Award Group, for the purpose
of the Best and Final Offer process, the Price/System Impacts Criteria would be evaluated and
scored solely based on the Best and Final Offer prices relative to each other. Specifically,
Hawaii Electric Light would award the maximum points to the lowest-priced Best and Final
Offer that meets the Threshold Price and zero (0) points to the highest-priced Best and Final
Offer that meets the Threshold Price. The scores of all other Best and Final Offers would be pro
rated based on their price relative to the highest- and lowest-priced Best and Final Offers.
(ii)

REQUIRED MANDATORY PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS

As noted above, the purpose of the Geothermal RFP was always to obtain cost-effective
geothermal Dispatchable energy, firm capacity, that meets certain Performance Standards
comparable to the operational capabilities of Hawai‘i Electric Light’s existing fossil-fueled
generation plants in order to maintain Hawai‘i Electric Light’s System reliability.
Along with the simplified operating assumptions scenario for the Best and Final Offer,
which was offered with the objective of receiving more favorable Bid pricing, an eligible
Bidder’s Best and Final Offer was required to comply with all Performance Standards set forth in
Section 3.2(C) (Delivery of Power to Company) of the Geothermal PPA with only the following
revisions (the Section 3.2(C) requirements as revised below are referred to as “Mandatory
Performance Standards’’):
•

Section 3.2(C)(3)ff) (Minimum Load Capability): The Facility shall allow for a
minimum load capability of 7 MW. (Note: the change to the Minimum Load
Capability from net zero to 7 MW is intended to encourage more favorable Bid
pricing).

•

Section 3.2(C)(3)(c): Pursuant to Section 3.2(C)(3)(c) of the Geothermal PPA,
the Facility shall be subject to real-power dispatch by the Company’s EMS
through a single control interface. Remote dispatch shall be provided between the
range of 7 MW, i.e. the minimum load capability, to the Available Capacity i.e.
25 MW, for the purpose of system balancing and frequency control.

A Best and Final Offer that did not meet or exceed the requirements of Section 3.2(C) of
the Geothermal PPA, with the revisions stated above, would be deemed non-responsive and
would not be considered for selection to the Final Award Group. Further, if after consulting with
the Independent Observer, Hawai‘i Electric Light determines, in its reasonable discretion, that a
Bidder failed to provide sufficient technical information with its Best and Final Offer to
demonstrate that a Facility is capable of complying with the Mandatory Performance Standards,
then such Best and Final Offer would be deemed non-responsive and would not be considered
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for selection to the Final Award Group. If none of the Best and Final Offers met the above
requirements then the Geothermal RFP process will be concluded with no Bid being selected to
the Final Award Group.
c.

EVALUATION OF BEST AND FINAL OFFERS

Each Best and Final Offer would be reviewed and assessed pursuant to Chapter 5 (Bid
Assessment and Evaluation Requirements) of the Geothermal RFP as modified by Addendum
No. 1. The relative weights assigned to the Price/System Impacts Criteria and the Non-Price
Criteria would remain at sixty percent (60%) and forty percent (40%), respectively.
(i)

EVALUATION OF PRICE/SYSTEM IMPACTS
CRITERIA

Bidders would be required to submit a single Best and Final Offer with a Combined Bid
Price (i.e. Combined Capacity Charge’ + Energy Charge). Each Best and Final Offer would be
based on the following assumptions:
•

Best and Final Offers shall describe a single scenario by providing pricing based on
annual generation production of 169,000 MWh based on a 25 MW generating unit,
Dispatchable between 7 MW and 25 MW.

•

All Bidders must provide a Best and Final Offer based on a PPA term of 20 years and a
25 MW generating unit.

•

Combined Bid Price shall factor in the impacts of Hawaii County Bill 292 (night-time
drilling) and Hawai‘i County Bill 129 (hydraulic fracturing).

The lowest-priced Best and Final Offer which is equal to or less than the Threshold Price
(“Low Bid”) would receive a total of 600 points with respect to the Price/System Impacts
Criteria. All other Best and Final Offers which met the Threshold Price shall receive
proportionally lower total points with respect to the Price/System Impacts Criteria. Specifically,
the points allocated to the higher-priced Best and Final Offers shall be equal to the Low Bid
price multiplied by the maximum points available for Price/System Impacts Criteria (i.e. 600
points), divided by the higher proposal price. The following chart was provided for illustrative
purposes:

’ Combined Capacity Charge must include the Capacity Charge for the Facility Bid Price along with the capacity
charge for the Seller-Owned Interconnection Facilities Costs and the Company-Owned Interconnection Facilities
Costs. These charges shall be itemized in the revised Appendix B (Bidder’s Response Package) that will be
provided to Bidders.
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Bidder

Combined Bid Price

Calculation

Points for Price/System
Impacts Criteria

Bidder A
(Low Bid)

10.00 (i/kWh

Max Points

600

Bidder B

11.00 )i/kwh

10.00*600/11.00

545

Bidder C

12.00 0/kWh

10.00*600/12.00

500

(ii)

EVALUATION OF NON-PRICE CRITERIA

The High Level Evaluation of Non-Price Criteria would remain unchanged in this Best
and Final Offer process. All Best and Final Offers would be re-evaluated in accordance with
Section 5.5.2 (High Level Evaluation of Non-Price Criteria) of the Geothermal RFP based on
additional information provided in this Best and Final Offer process.
4.

SELECTION OF FINAL AWARD GROUP AND CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS

If a Bid: (1) contained a Combined Bid Price that meets or is lower than the Threshold
Price; and (2) met or exceeded the Mandatory Performance Standards, then such Bid would be
eligible for selection to the Final Award Group. The Selection of the Final Award Group would
be made pursuant to Section 5.6 (Selection of Final Award Group) of the Geothermal RFP, as
modified by proposed Addendum No. 1. Because of the streamlined selection process and the
use of Threshold Pricing, no additional production simulation runs would be required prior to
selection of the Final Award Group.
Contract negotiations would begin after selection of the Final Award Group. Pursuant to
the terms of the Geothermal RFP, all Best and Final Offers must remain valid through
completion of the PPA negotiations.
5.

REVISIONS TO THE GEOTHERMAL RFP/MODEL
GEOTHERMAL PPA; ELECTRICITY RELIABILITY
STANDARDS

After consultation with industry experts and the Independent Observer, Hawai‘i Electric
Light also identified the following provision of the Geothermal RFP that could be deleted in
order to assist the Bidders in further reducing the pricing in their Best and Final Offer:
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•

Section 3.2(P) (Emergency Drilling Rig) of the Geothermal PPA is hereby
deleted in its entirety.

Bidders would also be advised that pursuant to Order No. 31354 in Docket No. 20110225 (Instituting a Proceeding Related to Competitive Bidding Process for 200 MW or More of
Renewable Energy Delivered to or on 0‘ahu), given the Commission’s authority via the
electricity reliability standards law codified in HRS Chapter 269, Part IX (Electric Reliability),
performance standards currently stated in the body of the Model Geothermal PPA will be set
forth in a separate document or Appendix to the Model Geothermal PPA and would be subject to
amendment by commission standards promulgated consistent with HRS Chapter 269, Part DC.
6.

BEST AND FINAL OFFER LIMITATIONS

Best and Final Offers would be subject to the following limitations;

H.

•

Eligible Bidders may only submit a single Best and Final Offer (i.e. one (1) Bid
per Project) in response to proposed Addendum No. 1. The Bidder’s single Best
and Final Offer may be an Option C Bid (as defined in the Geothermal RFP).

•

A Bid shall be for a single Facility with a generator unit size of 25 MW.
Maximum minimum load is 7 MW. Must be fully Dispatchable between 7 MW
to 25 MW.

•

Project Name shall remain unchanged from the original Bid.

•

Bidder contact information shall remain unchanged from the original Bid.

•

Bidder entity shall remain unchanged from the original Bid.

•

Project Site shall remain unchanged from the original Bid (Note: All Bids were
for projects in East Hawai‘i).
THRESHOLD PRICING METHODOLOGY
1

RELATIONSHIP OF GEOTHERMAL RFP THRESHOLD PRICE
TO HAWAII ELECTRIC LIGHT’S PSIP AND “PREFERRED
PLAN”

In Hawaii Electric Light’s June 4, 2014 response to Order No. 32101(“June 4
Response”), Hawaii Electric Light provided a detailed explanation of the actions it planned to
take to complete the Geothermal RFP in a timely fashion along with a schedule to promptly
complete those actions (i.e. Geothermal RFP Action Plan). In the June 4 Response, Hawaii
Electric Light committed to modeling geothermal facilities in both East Hawaii and West
Hawaii, consistent with the process of resource portfolio planning described in Hawaii Electric
Light’s initial PSIP.
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On August 26, 2014, Hawai‘i Electric Light filed its updated PSIP. The PS IP is one of a
series of plans and reports required by the April 28 D&Os. The PSIP presents the results of
extensive planning in accordance with the direction and guidance from the Commission and
provides a basis for Hawaii Electric Light to continue to attain a clean, secure and affordable
energy future.
2

OVERVIEW OF HAWAI‘1 ELECTRIC LIGHT
“PREFERRED PLAN”

The PSIP included a realistic, flexible and operable tactical plan (the “Preferred Plan”) to
transform how electric utility services will be offered to meet customer needs and produce higher
levels of renewable energy. See PSIP. Chapter 5. The Preferred Plan was: (1) based on sound
physics, engineering, and utility operating principles; (2) flexible and can be adjusted based on
changing conditions; and (3) can be immediately implemented using technologies available
today.
As discussed below, 25 MW of geothermal in East Hawai‘i was not included in the
Preferred Plan. However. Hawai'i Electric Light utilized the results of scenario analysis
conducted to develop the Preferred Plan, and following the decision making methodology used
to determine the Preferred Plan, to determine a Threshold Price that would have resulted in East
Hawai‘i geothermal being included in the Preferred Plan.
3.

DEVELOPMENT OF PREFERRED PLAN

The Preferred Plan was developed utilizing detailed production simulations to evaluate
different resource options against a Base Plan. These resource options were evaluated through
sensitivity analysis, and the Preferred Plan incorporated two resources which individually
provided the best cost-benefit relative to the Base Plan.
Base Plan:
The present operation of the system incorporates various generating unit options
including daily and seasonal cycling of thermal generation, and planned deactivation and
decommission dates for Puna and Hill steam units. The fuel costs, demand forecasts, demand
response quantities and uses, and DG-PV growth were set inputs to the analysis.
The demand forecast included consideration of the impact of dynamic pricing in the
demand shape as defined in the Integrated Demand Response Portfolio Plan (“IDRPP”) which
the Hawaiian Electric Companies filed on July 28, 2014. The impact of demand response on the
peak and its possible use for regulating reserve based on IDRPP maximum potential were also
inputs to the analysis. These changes were incorporated into the simulation models.
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The Base Plan also includes the following assumptions regarding which units would be
converted to LNG fuel, and the start date for the new biomass resource (i.e. Hu Honua).
•

Utility generation: Puna CT3 and Keahole CT4 and CT5 will fuel switch to LNG in
2017.

•

Hamakua Energy Partners (HEP): Fuel switch to LNG in 2018.

•

Hu Honua: Hu Honua is anticipated to be in service from 2015.

•

Utility deactivation of existing generation
Puna steam in 2018
-

Hill 5 in 2020

-

Hill 6 in 2022

System reliability requirements for regulating and contingency reserves are met through a
variety of resources including demand response, energy storage, and dispatchable generation
(renewable and fossil resources). As increasing amounts of variable generation are added to the
system (through growth in DG-PV, and other projects), the system security requirements change
to reflect the new generation mix.
Sensitivity Analysis:
Sensitivity analyses were performed on the Base Plan to determine the cost/benefit of
identified potential resource additions. The sensitivity analyses evaluated the value of the
following resources in comparison to the Base Plan:
•

Additional wind in West Hawai‘i in 2020 (with various sizing and capabilities)

•

Dispatchable 25 MW geothermal resource in West Hawai‘i in 2025

•

Dispatchable 25 MW geothermal resource in East Hawai‘i in 2020

•

Dispatchable 25 MW geothermal resources in both West and East (2025 and 2020)
(total of 50 MW)

•

Pumped Storage Hydro

•

Dispatchable waste-to-energy resource in 2020

Sensitivity analyses were performed to test how resource(s) would affect the Base Plan
and whether it should be considered for incorporation into the Preferred Plan. The cost
assumptions for each resource type are provided in the PSIP filing and are based upon industry
research. These sensitivities included considerations relating to resource specifics:
dispatchability, curtailment, variability, and location and resulting impact on system security
requirements. For example, the wind scenario modeling reflected the variability and increased
ramping and regulation requirements. The West Hawai‘i geothermal scenario included
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consideration of its ability to operate in place of the Keahole power plant for system security and
reliability.
For a detailed description of the iterative steps used to develop the Preferred Plan, please
refer to Chapter 5 and Appendix L of the PSIP. The figure below illustrates the sensitivities
analyzed and the evolution into the Preferred Plan.

Development of Preferred Plan - Hawai'iOnly
t,gg»ndon Sensitivity AfvaJifSii Remit
Lower cost than Base Plan and increase on RPS

a MW

Lower cost than Base Plan atxJ neutral on RP$
^

Mrnifridi cost dtfferenceto BasePianar^d nemral or> RPS
Mmrfiai cost difference to Base Plan arxi increase in RP$
Highercostdifferencet&BasePlanandneuiraiinftPS
Lower cost difference to Base Ptart and decrease m RPS

mf

Higher cost differerxe to Base Plan and increase mRPS

Illustration of the Process for Developing the Hawai'i Electric Light Preferred Plan
4.

PREFERRED PLAN ENERGY MIX

Additional Wind
The building blocks for the Preferred Plan were the West Hawaii wind and West
Hawaii Geothermal sensitivities which provided the best cost/benefit of the various sensitivities
compared to the Base Plan.
Wind Sensitivity: The wind analysis was for a wind facility located in West Hawaii, in
a location where there are excellent wind resources and that would not require significant
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transmission infrastructure to support. The potential energy profile was derived from actual
performance of the wind facility at the south part of Hawai‘i Island. Initially a 40 MW addition
was studied, which decreased costs compared to the Base Plan, but resulted in significant
curtailment of the available wind energy. The sensitivity with 20 MW of wind was analyzed and
found to decrease the overall system cost with less curtailment than a larger plant and a lower
initial investment (due to the smaller size). This 20 MW resource was chosen for the Preferred
Plan.
West HawaiM Geothermal Sensitivity: This sensitivity analysis added 25 MW of new
geothermal on the west side of Hawai‘i Island in 2025. The geothermal was assumed to be
dispatchable with 7 MW minimum dispatch load, with the operational and technical
characteristics to meet the system security requirements provided by the present Keahole plant
and operate in its place. This sensitivity decreased the overall system costs compared to the Base
Plan.
Preferred Plan: Wind with West Hawaii Geothermal. This sensitivity analysis
added 25 MW of new geothermal on the west side of Hawai‘i Island in 2025. The geothermal
was assumed to be dispatchable with 7 MW minimum dispatch load, with the operational and
technical characteristics to meet the system security requirements provided by the present
Keahole plant and operate in its place. This sensitivity decreased the overall system costs
compared to the Base Plan.
The Preferred Plan was based upon the sensitivity with additional 20 MW wind assumed
to be in a location requiring no new major transmission changes, and geothermal in West
Hawai‘i assumed to be in a location where it can provide the system security requirements
presently met with the Keahole facility. This sensitivity added 20 MW of wind in 2020, and 25
MW of geothermal in West Hawai‘i in 2025. This sensitivity reduced the overall system costs
compared to the Base Plan, although the results of the models did not concur as to whether this
was superior to West HawaiM Geothermal as a single addition. Since this plan supported
resource diversity, with benefits being provided by the earlier installation of 2020 (as compared
to West Hawaii Geothermal in 2025 alone), and as both models identified this as a plan offering
reduced costs over the base plan, this was selected as the Preferred Plan.
5.

EAST HAWAri GEOTHERMAL

The Preferred Plan is based upon the results of sensitivity analysis for various resource
options, and does not include additional geothermal in East Hawaii. As noted above, Hawaii
Electric Light modeled geothermal facilities in both East Hawaii and West Hawaii, consistent
with the process of resource portfolio planning described in the PSIP. Additional modeling
performed included, (1) base load; and (2) dispatchable geothermal with a 7 MW minimum load
and assumed to have the required operational and technical characteristics as a resource to meet
the system security constraints equivalent to those provided by Hu Honua and PGV (base
geothermal case); and (3) baseload geothermal not assumed to have the operational and technical
characteristics to meet system security constraints. In the dispatchable cases, energy is assumed
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dispatched on the basis of marginal cost. In the base-load cases the energy is taken ahead of
other resources regtu-dless of cost but subject to system security constraints.
The purpose of the analysis was to illustrate the impacts of the various capacities,
operational and technical characteristics and geographic locations on price and energy that can
be accepted by the system, resulting from the impact on system resource operation and/or
estimated resource and infrastructure modifications required, relative to the base geothermal
case. This information is used to evaluate value of various potential resource options.
The PSIP included a sensitivity for 25 MW of new geothermal on the east side of Hawaii
Island in 2020. This facility was assumed to have the operational characteristics to support
system security, and dispatch range similar to the West Hawaii case. However, due to the
location more transmission infrastincture is required and the facility could not operate to meet
security constraints that require generation in West Hawaii. This sensitivity increased the
overall system costs compared to the Base Plan in one model. Although the costs decreased in
the other model, it was not as beneficial as the West Hawaii sensitivity.
6.

THRESHOLD PRICE METHODOLOGY - CALCULATION

As explained above, the wind addition was selected for the next resource addition in
2020. If the East Hawaii geothermal sensitivity were to result in the same benefit as was
identified for the wind sensitivity, then it would have been selected for inclusion in the Preferred
Plan. Therefore, the Threshold Price is derived by estimating a price at which the East Hawaii
geothermal facility would have the cost/benefit of the wind scenario that was selected as the next
addition in the Preferred Plan.
Hawaii Electric Light will utilize the following methodology to determine the Threshold
Price that would result in East Hawaii geothermal being included in the Preferred Plan as tlie
next additional generation resource. In other words, the Threshold Price is the geothermal price
that results in the same cost/benefit for the East Hawaii sensitivity as was obtained in the Wind
sensitivity. The sensitivity models are used to determine the actual energy amounts in the
comparison, since the East Hawaii geothermal resource is dispatchable with a minimum dispatch
load, and does not require an increase in reserves. The wind scenario reflects that the wind is
must-take variable generation and requires an increase in reserves.
METHODOLOGY:
•

Determine the Net Present Value (2015$) of the total resource cost of a Hawaii Electric
Light plan from 2015 to 2030 with a new wind resource added in 2020.

•

Based on the sensitivity analysis for East Hawaii Geothermal, calculate what the
geothermal resource price should be in the study period to have the same NPV (2015$) as
the wind scenario above.
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o Calculation method: Use goalseek in Excel to change the geothermal 0/kWh
price so the NPV of both plans are equal.
•

Calculate the levelized cost rate in 0/kWh for the years 2015-2030

RESULTS: THRESHOLD PRICE
NPV of 2015-2030 plan adding wind in 2020 = $2,570,510,000 (2015$)
NPV of 2015-2030 geothermal in 2020 sensitivity = $2,651,870,000(2015$)
Goalseek ^/kWh cost for fully dispatchable geothermal resource to match NPV of wind plan =
11.05 0/kWh in 2020
Calculate the levelized cost rate in 0/kWh:
Levelized geothermal costs = $108,432,993
Levelized geothermal energy = 906,339,137 KWH
Levelized geothermal cost rate = 108,432,993 / 906,339,137 => 12 0/kWh (2015$)
I.

COMMISSION INFORMATION REQUESTS REGARDING HAWAM
ELECTRIC LIGHT’S REQUEST TO MODIFY GEOTHERMAL RFP

On October 3, 2014, the Commission issued PUC-IR-102 (2014) in Docket 2012-0092,
which requested certain information related to the Company's request to modify the Geothermal
RFP to include a Best and Final Offer process. Specifically, the Commission directed the
Company to explain the following:
1.

Why HELCO, in its request, does not appear to discuss or account for the
imminent threat to the Puna District from the oncoming lava flow.

2.

Why this apparent omission constitutes prudent practices.

3.

How the imminent threat to the Puna District from the oncoming lava flow affects
the information set forth in HELCO's Request to Modify its Final Geothermal
RFP.

4.

Given the imminent threat to the Puna District from the oncoming lava flow, how
HELCO can proceed in real-time with the proposed modified bid processes set
forth in its Request to Modify its Final Geothermal RFP.

5.

Given the imminent threat to the Puna District from the oncoming lava flow, why
HELCO's current proposal, as set forth in its request, to seek bids for 25
megawatts of firm, dispatchable geothermal energy, limited to East Hawaii,
represents prudent practices.

The Company provided the following response:
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“The June 27, 2014 lava flow does not currently pose an imminent
threat to any of the proposed Bid sites. That said, Hawai‘i Electric
Light has always recognized the potential hazards associated with
lava inundation and, consistent with prudent business practices, has
included provisions in the Geothermal RFP and Model Geothermal
PPA that specifically address this contingency. These provisions
remain unaffected by Hawaii Electric Light’s request to modify
the Geothermal RFP.
Specifically, Section 5.5.2.3 of the Geothermal RFP (page 5-71 and 5-72) provides, in
relevant part:
“Project operational viability characteristics provide a means of
evaluating the expected viability of Bidders Project and the
reliability of service from Bidder’s project to HELCO and its
customers over the Term of the Geothermal PPA... The following
factors will be considered in assessing the Project operational
viability of each Bid:
•

Siting Considerations. Siting considerations including infrastructure
improvements required such as transmission upgrades or new
construction...and identification of and plans to address natural threats
to Facility viability such as volcanic or earthquake activity... ’

(Emphasis added). In addition. Section 2.4 (Siting) of Appendix B (Bidder’s Response
Package) to the Geothermal RFP also requires Bidders to:
“Identify any potential natural hazards such as lava flows,
flooding, or seismic activity in proximity to the Site, and provide a
detailed, comprehensive plan for responding to emergencies
and proactively mitigating the risk of damage to the Facility
under clearly stated scenarios.’’
See Geothermal RFP; Appendix B at Pg. B-23. Further, the Geothermal PPA
(Attachment T - Technical Guidelines), which set forth the design criteria for the engineering
and design of systems, structures, and characteristics of a geothermal facility, expressly provides
the following:
“(K)

Protection from Lava. The geothermal wells. Facility and
Seller-Owned switchyard shall be protected against lava
from volcanic eruption by locating these facilities on
favorable topography and/or the construction of barriers
and channels to divert lava flows so as to avoid damage or
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through an ability to move equipment and components to a
safe location.”
See Geothermal PPA; Attachment T at Pg. T-9.
Therefore, Hawaii Electric Light has accounted for the threat of lava inundation in the
Geothermal RFP and, consistent with prudent business practices, has a process in place to
determine whether Bidders have adequately addressed this contingency. If a Bidder fails to
provide a comprehensive plan for responding to lava inundation, that will be considered during
the Geothermal RFP evaluation process.
Finally, the Geothermal RFP allowed for Bids anywhere on Hawaii island. However,
Bids were only received for projects situated in East Hawaii. Accordingly, the request to
modify the Geothermal RFP to allow for Best and Final Offers only applies to these East
Hawaii geothermal projects. With respect to the risk of lava inundation, it should be noted that
lava inundation hazards are not unique to East Hawaii. The general areas identified in the
Geothermal RFP as having the greatest geothermal resource potential, i.e. Kilauea East Rift
Zone, Kilauea Southwest Rift Zone, Mauna Loa Rift Zones (Southwest and Northeast) and
Hualalai, are all situated in areas that have a significant risk of lava inundation. S^ U.S.
Geological Survey Lava-Flow Hazard Zones, Island of Hawaii (Map MF-2193).
J.

ISSUANCE OF REQUEST FOR BEST AND FINAL OFFERS

On October 28, 2014, Hawaii Electric Light issued the Geothermal RFP Addendum No.
1 (Best and Final Offer) directly to eligible Bidders. Best and Final Offers were due on January
15, 2015. The Request for Best and Final Offers process was conducted in accordance with
Addendum No. 1 to the Geothermal RFP as submitted by Hawaii Electric Light®, including
conducting Pre-Bid conferences with each of the eligible Bidders to review the requirements of
Addendum No. 1. Hawaii Electric Light also issued written Pre-Bid Conference Clarifications
in response to questions that were raised by the eligible Bidders as a result of the Pre-Bid
conferences. These clarifications were posted to the Geothermal RFP website.
K.

SELECTION OF ORMAT TO FINAL AWARD GROUP

On February 24, 2015, Hawaii Electric Light selected Ormat as the only bidder that met
the minimum eligibility requirements for selection to the Final Award Group, i.e. minimum
threshold price criteria and mandatory performance standards.
Negotiations with Ormat were conducted between March 17, 2015 and October 27, 2015.
During the course of negotiations, Ormat proposed potential PPA terms and conditions that
Hawaii Electric Light^

* Section IV.B.IO of the Framework for Competitive Bidding states that “The electric utility may issue the modified
RFP thirty (30) days after the Commission has received these materials, unless the Commission directs otherwise.
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and other Bidders were not provided the
"same opportunity to provide a Bid based on the same assumptions. Specifically:
•

JulWO, 2015: Ormat proposed a revised Combined Capacity Charge of
H^|/kW-month and Energy Charge of^^|/MWh and that HawaiM Electric
UgEnnust also accept “Flexible Ancillary Capabilities” with this revised pricing
in order to proceed with PPA negotiation. The Flexible Ancillary Capabilities

eratinc m an
On July 24, 2015, Hawai'i Electric Light responded to Ormat’s July 10, 2015 proposal
an^e^ired that Ormat meet the Ormai’s Best and Final Offer Levelized Bid pricing of

■■■/MWh and|_
mclud^ in the PPA.

On August 27, 2015, Hawai‘i Electric Light issued a letter to Ormat requiring that Ormat
provide a final proposal no later than September 9, 2015. OnSeptember 9, 2015, Ormat
provided a revised Pnci^Proposal for Energy Charge
MWh (all contract year) and
Capacity Charge ofJ^^^^cW-month (all contract year) an^ne Levelized combined bid price
(capacity + energy) isJH^||MWh based on annual production of 169,000 MWh. Hawai‘i
Electric Light was amenable to working with this proposed pricing and was actively exploring
the viability of the proposal. However, on October 26, 2015, Orraat^

On October 27, 2015, the parties met to discuss Ormat’s proposal. At this meetim
Hawaii Electric Light explained that!
y the Geothermal RFP, as amended by Addendum No.
1. Hawaii Electric Light also explained that!
awai 1 Electric Light also exnlained w
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